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TRANSPORTATION AND UTILITIES COMMITTEE  

Report, Motion to Take Note 

Mr KRAUSE (Beaudesert—LNP) (12.30 pm): I rise to make a few comments on the 
Auditor-General’s report the Assembly is noting here today. I concur with the comments made by the 
member for Burnett with regard to the processes that have been put in place with the National Heavy 
Vehicle Regulator. One of the Auditor-General’s conclusions related to inconsistencies in processes in 
that industry operators continue to face inconsistent processes and decisions for getting a heavy vehicle 
permit. That has certainly been brought to my attention by heavy vehicle operators in my electorate of 
Beaudesert. These are people who undertake both short-haul and long-haul transport, whether just in 
Queensland or around the nation.  

Since the implementation of the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator, they have found it quite 
difficult on many occasions to know exactly what they need to do to get the permits right. It is terrible 
for their confidence in going forward in their business, for planning and just for knowing whether or not 
they are doing the right thing that they cannot get consistent processes and consistent answers from 
the Heavy Vehicle Regulator or even in some cases from DTMR. There has been a lot of 
correspondence on this issue ever since I was elected. In fact, this is an issue that cropped up as soon 
as I was elected to this place and it has not been resolved.  

We are talking not just about the permit processes but also about the enforcement of regulations 
under the Heavy Vehicle National Law. Different police officers and different transport department 
officers can apply the same regulation in very different ways such that truck drivers who are trying to 
do the right thing simply do not know where to go. The issue arises also when they are filling out 
logbooks in relation to driving hours. There are so many different rules and regulations about what truck 
drivers and heavy vehicle operators have to do that it is sometimes impossible to keep up with, and 
then you come across the inconsistent processes.  

This is an issue that will not go away. It is an issue that the state department, other state 
departments around Australia and the Commonwealth need to get a grip on. It is a big impediment to 
the productivity of especially our small business operators, our owner-drivers. They are quite often 
throwing their hands up in the air and saying, ‘It is all too hard.’ It leads to noncompliance because they 
do not know how to comply.  

The other thing that has been brought to my attention and which I have raised with the 
Department of Transport and Main Roads is inconsistent processes for permits being issued for the 
movement of agricultural machinery around agricultural areas. I wrote to the department many months 
ago but still have not received a response about why there seems to be inconsistent application of rules 
between my electorate and other electorates around the state when it comes to the movement of those 
implements. People should not have to worry about whether they are doing the wrong thing in moving 
agricultural machinery around in an agricultural area, but that is the situation we have because there is 
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inconsistent application of these rules. I call on the minister, who is present in the chamber, to look into 
that issue and see if he can get a response to my inquiry about the application for permits for agricultural 
movements on our main roads. 

The National Heavy Vehicle Regulator was meant to make things easier and create a more 
consistent approach for operators around the country. One of the unfortunate outcomes is that local 
government has been brought into the process in terms of granting permits for movement on local 
roads. In the past that was dealt with by a state or territory body or by the Queensland police if 
necessary. Now we have a state department, the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator is on top of that 
and local authorities are getting involved in the permitting process. It is just mindless duplication of roles 
which holds up permitting and makes it more difficult for people to get on with their business. Everyone 
will have seen the signs on trucks all around the country: ‘without trucks Australia stops’. We need to 
get this regulation right. It is an ongoing process of reform. I commend to the House this report, which 
makes recommendations to make things easier in the future. 
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